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Aerial view of Dover Forest (image credit: Jimmy Tan)

RDU urges the Government to conduct a full re-evaluation of the development of
Dover Forest, with the aim of conserving it to serve the longer-term needs of
Singaporeans and residents
Conserve Dover Forest as a nature park and redevelop brownﬁeld sites as an
alternative.
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Climate change and loss of biodiversity ought to be at the forefront of our national
interests as it is a real existential crisis that affects the whole population.
CONCERNS ABOUT DESTRUCTION OF DOVER FOREST
The Housing and Development Board (HDB) announced on 15 January that it will be
offering new ﬂats in the Ulu Pandan estate this year at the expense of the 33-ha Dover
Forest.[i] We note that the HDB has done an environmental baseline study on the
Dover Forest in 2017. The ﬁndings published in 2020 allows the agency to “sensitively
plan the land use and make adjustments to the Master Plan if needed to mitigate the
potential impact”. Nevertheless, we are concerned about the planned clearance of such
a large forest because of two critical factors:
1. Climate change and its negative consequences
2. Loss of natural habitats and their biodiversity and its negative consequences
In our 55 years of nation-building, we have come to a place where we can no longer
view our remaining secondary forests like Dover Forest (including their biodiversity
therein) as wastelands or empty lands waiting to be decimated and developed for
human use. We must instead view them as living, dynamic and important ecosystems
that we all depend on.
CLIMATE CHANGE THE MOST EMINENT THREAT OF OUR FUTURE
Our Government has recognised that climate change is the most eminent threat of our
near future and has been using key-phrases like “City in Nature” and “sustainable
development” to highlight its commitment in mitigating the effects of climate change. If it
now pushes ahead with the clearance of Dover Forest it will become evident that it was
just using the phrases as trendy buzzwords without intending any real application or
result.
It is proven that increasing urban heat island effect leads to extreme weather changes
and global warming, which in turn causes ﬂash ﬂoods during severe storms. Singapore
is also heating up twice as fast as the planet due to rapid deforestation and
urbanisation. As a result of this, our future generations face a grim prospect of
experiencing maximum daily temperatures reaching as high as 39.6 degrees Celsius by
the year 2100. By ignoring the warning signs and continuing in the old ways of
destroying our forests and their biodiversity in the name of development we only risk a
bigger catastrophe.

The clearance of Dover Forest will only add to these woes.
WHAT IS THE PRESSING NEED FOR MORE HOUSING?
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There is speculation that the clearance of Dover Forest will pave the way for the
construction of the Ulu Pandan Built-To-Order (BTO) Flats.[ii] The Ulu Pandan BTO
project is due to launch this year, through which 17,000 new ﬂats will be on offer in both
mature and non-mature estates. We have to ask: with our Total Fertility Rate being the
lowest in the world[iii] and with our population being in decline[iv], what is the pressing
need to clear Dover Forest to make way for more housing?
As the devastating effects of climate change heads our way, we should better manage
it by controlling our population growth and focusing on redeveloping used or
underutilised lands to ensure sustainable development.
Publicly available data shows that there is an increasing amount of underutilised lands
in Singapore. We should focus on recycling or redeveloping existing land resources whether it be boosting resale market, or redeveloping underutilised lands, or revamping
old industrial sites – for our housing and other infrastructural needs before touching any
more green lungs in our city-state.

Source: data.gov.sg

DANGER OF AN UNREPAIRABLE ECOSYSTEM
It is indisputable that the numerous roadkill and human-wildlife conﬂicts involving wild
animals like pangolins, sambar deer and wild boars, which we witness today is the
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result of our indiscriminate appropriation of our natural reserves in the past.
If our forests becomes further fragmented, these native wildlife will become homeless
and helpless affecting our ecosystem beyond repair. Let’s also not forget that human
encroachment into natural habitats due to urbanisation and increasing human proximity
with wildlife that are stressed by environmental degradation are the reasons for
zoonotic virus pandemic, such as Covid-19.[v]
It is undeniable that the rapid deforestation in Singapore has got many negative
consequences, including disease outbreaks like dengue and injuries (or even deaths)
resulting from human-wildlife conﬂicts and ﬂash ﬂoods. This means that the resulting
health, social and environmental costs would very likely outweigh any beneﬁts brought
about by housing development at the expense of Dover Forest.
Ravi Philemon, secretary-general of the Red Dot United, said: “If nothing is done
to preserve whatever little nature we have, this little red dot on the world map will
soon become the little grey dot. By way of analogy, every sizeable secondary
forest that we fail to conserve is like overspending on our credit cards and
incurring exponentially increasing debts due to compounding interests. It would
be foolhardy for us to keep on spending and end up deeper and deeper into
bankruptcy, with hopes of getting out of debt becoming fainter and fainter.”
NOT TOO LATE TO CORRECT EGREGIOUS OVERSIGHT BY GOVERNMENT
We note that the latest petition on saving Dover Forest from development has garnered
more than 29,000 signatures in less than a week. The increasing number of voices in
favour of its conservation may very well be a clear sign that more and more
Singaporeans are now seeing the clear and present danger brought about by climate
change.
The impact of climate change affects us no less than having an affordable roof over our
heads. It makes our urban living environment less liveable. It puts pressure on our
natural heritage, increasing our exposure to risks associated with the degradation of
natural habitats. Destroying Dover Forests can only exacerbate these issues, further
degrading the quality of life of all our residents.
This oversight by the Government is even more egregious, given that there are deﬁnite
alternatives it can consider to meet our housing needs while still fulﬁlling its goal of a
"City in Nature". RDU urges the Government to conduct a full re-evaluation of the
development of Dover Forest, with the aim of conserving it to serve the longer-term
needs of Singaporeans and residents.

End notes:
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[i] ‘33-hectare Dover forest to be cleared for housing projects after being left untouched
for over 40 years’, Mothership dated 15 Jan 2021
[ii] ‘Ulu Pandan BTO ﬂats in 2021: Prices + What to Expect’, 99.co dated 22 Dec 2020
[iii]‘Singapore birth rates lowest in the world, 228 out of 228’, Singapore Uncensored
dated 3 January 2021
[iv] ‘Singapore sees its population fall for ﬁrst time in 10 years’, The Straits Times dated
25 September 2020
[v] ‘To prevent the next deadly disease, we must stop harming nature’, National
Geographic dated 20 July 2020
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